Learning Goals

- Practice solving recurrences and proving asymptotic bounds
- Strengthen intuition for the divide and conquer paradigm
- Review Quicksort

Code Snippets

We can apply our knowledge of Big-Oh and summations to find the run time of a snippet of our code. Besides recursion, nested iteration is where our code’s efficiency will be bottlenecked. We should consider the loop as a summation, and use our knowledge to simplify it from there. Try starting from the innermost loop with fixed bounds and working outwards.

Code Snippet Problems

Problem 1

Problem 1 a

Provide a running time analysis of the following loop. That is, find both Big-Oh and Big-$\Omega$:

```java
for (int i = 0; i < n; i++)
    for (int j = i; j <= n; j++)
        for (int k = i; k <= j; k++)
            sum++;
```

Solution.

Observe that for fixed values of $i, j$, the innermost loop runs $\max\{1, j - i + 1\} \leq n$ times. For instance, when $i = j = 0$, the innermost loop evaluates once. When $i = 0, j = n$, the innermost loop evaluates $n + 1$ times. The middle loop runs a total number of $O((n - i)^2)$ times. Therefore, the entire block of code runs in $O(n^3)$.

To find a lower bound on the running time, we consider smaller subsets of values for $i, j$ and lower-bound the running time for the algorithm on these subsets. (A lower bound there would also be a lower bound for the original code’s running time!) Consider the values of $i$ such that $0 \leq i \leq n/4$ and values of $j$ such that $3n/4 \leq j \leq n$. For each of the $n^2/16$ possible combinations of these values of $i$ and $j$, the innermost loop runs at least $n/2$ times. Therefore, the running time is at least $\Omega\left(\frac{n^2}{16} \cdot \frac{n}{2}\right)$, or equivalently, $\Omega(n^3)$. □

Alternate Solution for Big-Oh.

One could solve this using exact sums, but we will leverage some Big-Oh notation. We know that the innermost loop runs in at most $(j - i + 1)$ time for fixed $i, j$ (see other solution). Therefore the body of the middle loop runs at most $c(j - i + 1)$ times. Therefore, we can express the running time of the code shown as

$$\sum_{i=0}^{n-1} \sum_{j=i}^{n} c(j - i + 1) = O(n^3)$$ □
Problem 1 b

Provide a running time analysis of the following loop. That is, find both Big-Oh and Big-Ω:

```java
for (int i = 2; i < n; i = i*i)
    for (int j = 1; j < Math.sqrt(i); j = j+j)
        System.out.println("*");
```

Solution.

Let \( x \) and \( y \) be the numbers of iterations that the outer and inner loops run. Thus, we can represent the run time as a summation:

\[
\sum_{x=1}^{n} \sum_{y=1}^{\log \log n} 1 \tag{1}
\]

First, solve for the number of iterations of the outer loop \( x \) (in terms of \( n \)):

\[2^{2x} \approx n \Rightarrow x \approx \log \log n \tag{2}\]

Then, solve for the number of iterations of the inner loop \( y \) (in terms of \( i \)):

\[2^y \approx \sqrt{i} \Rightarrow y \approx \log \sqrt{i} \tag{3}\]

Plug in the upper bound of \( x, y \) into the recurrence:

\[
\sum_{x=1}^{\log \log n} \sum_{y=1}^{\log \sqrt{i}} 1 \tag{4}
\]

Note that \( i \) is still on the top of the inner summation, now we want to represent \( i \) in terms of \( x \), which is the current variable on the outer loop:

\[i = 2^{2x} \Rightarrow \sum_{x=1}^{\log \log n} \sum_{y=1}^{\log \sqrt{2^{2x}}} 1 \tag{5}\]

Simplify the inner summation:

\[
\sum_{x=1}^{\log \log n} (\log \sqrt{2^{2x}}) = \sum_{x=1}^{\log \log n} \frac{1}{2}(\log 2^{2x}) = \sum_{x=1}^{\log \log n} \frac{1}{2}2^x = \Theta\left(\sum_{x=1}^{\log \log n} 2^x\right) \tag{6}
\]

Use the formula \( \sum_{i=0}^{n} 2^i = 2^{n+1} - 1 \) to solve \( \sum 2^x \)

\[T(n) = \Theta(2^{\log \log n}) = \Theta(\log n) \]

---

Divide and Conquer - Quicksort

Using the divide and conquer paradigm, we can solve problems by dividing them into smaller subproblems, and later merging them together. While Mergesort spends most of its time combining these subproblems after their completion, we can also perform this additional work before we solve the subproblems.

In an instance of Quicksort, we must first decide on a ‘pivot’. This could be the element at any location in the input array. The function `Partition` is then invoked. `Partition` accomplishes the following: it places the pivot in the location that it should be in the output and places all elements that are at most the pivot to the left of the pivot and all elements greater than the pivot to its right. Then we recurse on both parts. The pseudocode for Quicksort is as follows.
QSort(A[lo..hi])
if hi <= lo then
  return
else
  pivotIndex = floor((lo+hi)/2) (this could have been any location)
  loc = Partition(A, lo, hi, pIndex)
  QSort(A[lo..loc-1])
  QSort(A[loc+1..hi])

One possible implementation of the function Partition is as follows.

Partition(A, lo, hi, pIndex)
  pivot = A[pIndex]
  swap(A, pivotIndex, hi)
  left = lo
  right = hi-1
  while left <= right do
    if (A[left] <= pivot) then
      left = left + 1
    else
      swap(A, left, right)
      right = right - 1
  swap(A, left, hi)
  return left

Ideally, we’d like a recurrence describing our Quicksort to look like:

\[
T(n) = \begin{cases} 
1, & n = 1 \\
2 \cdot T(n/2) + cn, & n \geq 2
\end{cases}
\]

However, certain inputs can cause sub-optimal run time. For example, an instance of the quicksort algorithm in which the pivot is always the first element in the input array performs poorly on an array in descending order of its elements.

The worst case running time of the algorithm is given by

\[
T(n) = \begin{cases} 
1, & n = 1 \\
T(n-1) + cn, & n \geq 2
\end{cases}
\]

Hence the worst case running time of QSort is \(\Theta(n^2)\).

**Recurrences**

As you have seen in class, *recurrences* are equations that can help us describe the running time of a recursive algorithm.

You have thus far seen two different ways of solving recurrences:

- **Iteration.** In this method, we expand \(T(n)\) fully by substitution and solve for \(T(n)\) directly.
- **Recursion trees.** In this method, we draw the recursive calls to \(T(n)\) in a tree format and count the amount of work done in each level of the tree.

In this lab, we will focus on the *method of iteration.*

Let’s first go through some examples before running through problems.
Example: Method of Iteration I

Let’s examine the following recurrence $T(n)$.

$$T(n) = \begin{cases} T(n-1) + n & n \geq 1 \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

Using the method of iteration, we expand $T(n)$ as follows:

$$T(n) = T(n-1) + n$$
$$= [T(n-2) + (n-1)] + n$$
$$= [[T(n-3) + (n-2)] + (n-1)] + n$$
$$\vdots$$
$$= \sum_{i=1}^{n} i$$
$$= \frac{1}{2}(n+1)(n) = \left(\frac{n+1}{2}\right) = \Theta(n^2)$$

Example: Method of Recursion Trees

Let’s examine the recurrence of merge sort. For those that are unfamiliar with it, the algorithm works by taking an unsorted array, sorting the left and right halves of the array recursively, and then merging the two sorted halves together to end up with the final sorted list. Let $T(n)$ represent the time the algorithm takes for an input of size $n$. Since the two halves are sorted recursively by the same algorithm, but with inputs that are each half the size of the original, each half should take time $T(n/2)$. The merging takes linear time. So we can write $T(n) = 2 \cdot T(n/2) + cn$ for some constant $c$. The recursion-tree is shown below.
Note that at the very top level (i.e., the end of the algorithm), it costs $cn$ to merge the two sorted halves of the array. But to get there, we needed to solve the two problems of size $\frac{n}{2}$. Each costs $c \cdot \frac{n}{2}$ to solve. Therefore, across that level, the total cost is $c \cdot \frac{n}{2} + c \cdot \frac{n}{2} = cn$. We can continue this all the way until we get to the very bottom of the tree, which are single elements. Note then that every level ends up costing $cn$. The height of the tree is $\lg n$. Therefore, the total cost is $c \cdot n \lg n$.

To see why the height is $\lg n$, observe that subproblem sizes decrease by a factor of 2 each time we go down one level, we stop when we reach singleton elements. The subproblem size for a node at depth $i$ is $\frac{n}{2^i}$. Thus, the subproblem size hits $n = 1$ when $\frac{n}{2^i} = 1$ or, equivalently, when $i = \lg n$. You can read more examples in CLRS 4.4.

**Problems**

You may assume in the following cases that $n$ is either some power of 2 or 3. You may also find the following helpful:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometric series:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sum_{i=0}^{k} q^i = \frac{q^{k+1} - 1}{q - 1} = \frac{1 - q^{k+1}}{1 - q}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of binomial coefficients over upper index:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\sum_{j=0}^{n} \binom{j}{m} = \binom{n+1}{m+1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Problem 1**

**Problem.** Solve the following recurrences.

1. $T(n) = \begin{cases} T(n - 1) + \binom{n}{2} & n \geq 2 \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

2. $T(n) = \begin{cases} 2T(\frac{n}{2}) + n^2 & n \geq 1 \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

3. $T(n) = \begin{cases} 2T(\frac{n}{3}) + n & n \geq 1 \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$

4. $T(n) = \begin{cases} T(n - 1) + 2^n & n \geq 1 \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$
Solution.

1. We solve by iteration.

\[
T(n) = T(n-1) + \binom{n}{2}
\]
\[
= \left[ T(n-2) + \binom{n-1}{2} \right] + \binom{n}{2}
\]
\[
= T(1) + \frac{2}{2} + \frac{3}{2} + \cdots + \binom{n-1}{2} + \binom{n}{2}
\]
\[
= 1 + \sum_{i=2}^{n} \frac{i}{2}
\]
\[
= 1 + \binom{n+1}{3}
\]
\[
= \Theta(n^3)
\]

2. We first solve by iteration. First, we may assume that \( n \) is some power of 2 such that \( n = 2^k \implies k = \lg n \).

\[
T(n) = 2T \left( \frac{n}{2} \right) + n^2
\]
\[
= 2 \left[ 2T \left( \frac{n}{2^2} \right) + \left( \frac{n}{2} \right)^2 \right] + n^2
\]
\[
= 2 \left[ 2 \left[ 2T \left( \frac{n}{2^3} \right) + \left( \frac{n}{2^2} \right)^2 \right] + \left( \frac{n}{2} \right)^2 \right] + n^2
\]

We see that if we continue to expand the recurrence, we will end up with a \( 2^k T \left( \frac{n}{2^k} \right) = 2^k \) term in the base case. Fully expanded, we get:

\[
T(n) = 2^k + n^2 + 2 \left( \frac{n}{2} \right)^2 + 2^2 \left( \frac{n}{2^2} \right)^2 + \cdots + 2^{k-1} \left( \frac{n}{2^{k-1}} \right)^2
\]
\[
= 2^k + n^2 + \frac{n^2}{2} + \frac{n^2}{2^2} + \cdots + \frac{n^2}{2^{k-1}}
\]
\[
= 2^k + n^2 \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} \frac{1}{2^i}
\]
\[
= 2^k + n^2 \frac{1 - \left( \frac{1}{2} \right)^k}{1 - \frac{1}{2}} \quad \text{geometric series}
\]
\[
= 2^{\lg n} + 2n^2 \left[ 1 - \frac{1}{n} \right] \quad \text{subsituting } k = \lg n
\]
\[
= n + 2n^2 - 2n = \Theta(n^2)
\]

That’s a lot of tedious algebra, but it gets the job done. Now, let’s try a different approach—we’ll expand the recurrence using a recursion tree:
On the right side, we can see the total amount of work done at each level of the tree. Our sum becomes immediately apparent without all the initial algebraic soup! I would argue that this approach helps form a much more intuitive understanding of the problem.

3. We solve this by iteration. First, we may assume that $n$ is some power of 3 such that $n = 3^k \implies k = \log_3 n$.

$$T(n) = 2T\left(\frac{n}{3}\right) + n$$

$$= 2\left(2T\left(\frac{n}{3^2}\right) + \frac{n}{3}\right) + n$$

$$= 2\left(2\left(2T\left(\frac{n}{3^3}\right) + \frac{n}{3^2}\right) + \frac{n}{3}\right) + n$$

$$\vdots$$

This is going to get notationally messy pretty fast. We can see that as we expand this, we’re going to end up with some sum of the following form: $T(n) = 2^k + n \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} 2^i$. Instead of trying to do all of the fancy parentheses, let’s separate out the iteration into a system of equations:

$$T(n) = 2T\left(\frac{n}{3}\right) + n$$

$$2T\left(\frac{n}{3}\right) = 2^2T\left(\frac{n}{3^2}\right) + 2\frac{n}{3}$$

$$2^2T\left(\frac{n}{3^2}\right) = 2^3T\left(\frac{n}{3^3}\right) + 2^2\frac{n}{3^2}$$

$$\vdots$$

$$2^{k-1}T\left(\frac{n}{3^{k-1}}\right) = 2^kT\left(\frac{n}{3^k}\right) + 2^{k-1}\frac{n}{3^{k-1}}$$

We note that $T\left(\frac{n}{3^k}\right) = T(1) = 1$ by definition of $T(n)$ and $k$. If we add all of the above equations and
subtract common terms from both sides, we end up with the following:

\[ T(n) = 2^k + n + \frac{2}{3}n + \frac{2^2}{3^2}n + \cdots + \frac{2^{k-1}}{3^{k-1}}n \]

\[ = 2^k + n \sum_{i=0}^{k-1} \left( \frac{2}{3} \right)^i \]

\[ = 2^k + n \frac{1 - \left( \frac{2}{3} \right)^k}{1 - \frac{2}{3}} \text{ geometric series} \]

\[ = 2^k + 3n \left( 1 - \frac{2^k}{3^k} \right) \]

\[ = 2^k + 3n \left( 1 - \frac{2^k}{n} \right) \text{ using } k = \log_3 n \]

\[ = 2^k + 3n - 3 \cdot 2^k \]

\[ = 3n - 2 \cdot 2^{\log_3 n} \]

\[ = 3n - 2 \cdot n^{\log_3 2} = \Theta(n) \]

4. We first represent the recurrence as a summation. As \( n \) is subtracted by 1 in each step, there will be \( n \) terms in the summation:

\[ T(n) = \sum_{j=1}^{n} 2^j \]

Using the formula for the sum of a geometric series, we get

\[ T(n) = 2 + 2^2 + \cdots + 2^n = 2 \cdot \frac{2^n - 1}{2 - 1} = 2^{n+1} - 2 = \Theta(2^{n+1}) \]

**Problem 2**

The CIS160 and CIS121 TAs are having another social gathering. For some reason or another, the 160 TAs particularly enjoy playing the Tower of Hanoi and insist that the 121 TAs compete with them to see who can solve the game the fastest. Of course, the clever 121 TAs are very proficient with their running time analysis skills, and know that an optimal strategy is detailed by the following code:

```java
function HanoiTower(h, from, to, mid)
    if h ≥ 1 then
        HanoiTower(h – 1, from, mid, to)
        MoveDisk(from, to) \( \triangleright O(1) \text{ time operation} \)
        HanoiTower(h – 1, mid, to, from)
```

**Problem.** What is the running time of the above algorithm? Prove it inductively.

**Solution.**

The above code has the following recurrence:

\[ T(n) = \begin{cases} 
2T(n – 1) + 1 & n ≥ 2 \\
1 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \]

Look familiar? This is a recurrence you’ve seen in class, but now we will prove its solution via induction.

**Claim.** For \( T(n) \) above, \( T(n) = 2^n - 1 \).
Proof. We prove the claim by performing induction on $n$.

**I.H.** Let $P(k)$ be the proposition that $T(k) = 2^k - 1$ for some $k \geq 1$.

**B.C.** $P(1)$ holds, as $T(1) = 1 = 2^1 - 1$.

**I.S.** We want to show that the claim holds for $k + 1$.

\[
T(k + 1) = 2T(k) + 1
= 2(2^k - 1) + 1
= 2^{k+1} - 1
\]